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Read Book Religion And Philosophy
When somebody should go to the ebook stores, search start by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in reality problematic. This is why we present the books compilations in this website. It will completely ease you to see guide Religion And Philosophy as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you essentially want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best place within net connections. If you point to download and install the Religion And Philosophy, it is unquestionably simple then,
in the past currently we extend the member to buy and create bargains to download and install Religion And Philosophy thus simple!
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Religion and European Philosophy
Key Thinkers from Kant to Žižek
Taylor & Francis Religion and European Philosophy: Key Thinkers from Kant to Žižek draws together a diverse group of scholars in theology, religious studies, and philosophy to discuss the role that religion plays among key ﬁgures in the European philosophical tradition. Designed for accessibility, each
of the thirty-four chapters includes background information on the key thinker, an overview of the main themes, concepts, and concerns that occupy his or her attention, and a discussion of the religious and theological elements present in his or her thought, in light of contemporary issues. Given the
scope of the volume, Religion and European Philosophy will be the go-to guide for understanding the religious and theological dimensions of European philosophy, for both students and established researchers alike.

The Encyclopedia of Philosophy of Religion, 4 Volume Set
John Wiley & Sons An unprecedented multi-volume reference work on philosophy of religion, providing authoritative coverage of all signiﬁcant concepts, ﬁgures, and movements Unmatched in scope and depth, The Encyclopedia of Philosophy of Religion provides readers with a well-balanced
understanding of philosophical thought about the nature of Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, and other religious traditions around the globe. Spanning across four comprehensive volumes, this groundbreaking resource contains hundreds of specially commissioned entries covering the
key themes, thinkers, works, and ideas in the ﬁeld. Organized alphabetically, the Encyclopedia addresses an unmatched range of both historical and contemporary topics which reﬂect a diversity of theoretical and cultural perspectives. The entries encompass an extraordinary range of topics, from
Aquinas and Kierkegaard, to teleological and ontological arguments, to cognitive science and psychology of religion, and many more. Each peer-reviewed entry is written by an acknowledged expert on the topic and includes short bibliographies, suggestions for further reading, and extensive crossreferences. Accessible to scholars and non-specialist readers alike, this invaluable reference work: Provides balanced coverage of Abrahamic religions as well as diﬀerent traditions from Asia, Africa, and other geographic regions Presents more than 450 entries which have been carefully reviewed by an
editorial advisory board of world-renowned scholars Explores topics in various historical contexts, such as Jewish and Islamic contributions to medieval philosophy Discusses recent developments and new approaches to the study of philosophy of religion Examines signiﬁcant theories and concepts
including free will, atonement, moral argument, natural law, process theology, evolutionary theory, and theism Oﬀers a fully cross-referenced and searchable online edition The ﬁrst work of its kind, The Encyclopedia of Philosophy of Religion is an indispensable resource for scholars and advanced
students in philosophy, theology, religious studies, and relevant areas of humanities and sciences at both secular universities and theological colleges and seminaries.

Philosophy and the Study of Religions
A Manifesto
John Wiley & Sons Philosophy and the Study of Religions: A Manifesto advocates a radical transformation of the discipline from its current, narrow focus on questions of God, to a fully global form of critical reﬂection on religions in all their variety and dimensions. Opens the discipline of philosophy of
religion to the religious diversity that characterizes the world today Builds bridges between philosophy of religion and the other interpretative and explanatory approaches in the ﬁeld of religious studies Provides a manifesto for a global approach to the subject that is a practice-centred rather than a
belief-centred activity Gives attention to reﬂexive critical studies of 'religion' as socially constructed and historically located

This is Philosophy of Religion
An Introduction
John Wiley & Sons A reader-friendly introduction to the essential concepts, theories, and questions in analytic philosophy of religion Does God exist? If so, what is God's relationship to us? Do we have free will? This is Philosophy of Religion surveys foundational topics in the philosophy of religion using a
clear and accessible style. Straightforward and easy to comprehend for those with no prior philosophical background, this engaging introduction familiarizes readers with the vocabulary, methods, and major concepts in the philosophy of religion, and invites them to think through questions which arise in
the intersection of philosophy, theology, and religious studies. Part of the popular This is Philosophy series, this book applies the basic investigative methods of philosophy to questions of religion, faith, and morality. Chapters oﬀer a framework for thinking about religion, present arguments for and
against the existence of God, discuss religious diversity, consider the intellectual co-existence of faith and reason, and examine diﬀerent theories about why people are religious. Examples and illustrations taken from popular culture reinforce the subject’s contemporary relevance, and are
complemented by a wealth of online resources for instructors on the This is Philosophy series site that encourage further reading and strengthen student comprehension of key concepts. A dependable introduction to the philosophy of religion, This is Philosophy of Religion is an ideal gateway to the
discipline for readers who want to engage with questions about religion and contemplate the philosophical implications of religious belief.

Russell on Religion
Selections from the Writings of Bertrand Russell
Psychology Press Bertrand Russell's religious convictions were controversial, and one of his best selling titles is 'Why I am not a Christian'. This is a comprehensive and coherent survey of Russell on religion, with notes for students.
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A Companion to Philosophy of Religion
John Wiley & Sons In 85 new and updated essays, this comprehensive volume provides an authoritative guide to the philosophy of religion. Includes contributions from established philosophers and rising stars 22 new entries have now been added, and all material from the previous edition has been
updated and reorganized Broad coverage spans the areas of world religions, theism, atheism, , the problem of evil, science and religion, and ethics

Philosophy of Religion
A Very Short Introduction
Oxford University Press What is the philosophy of religion? How can we distinguish it from theology on the one hand and the psychology/sociology of religious belief on the other? What does it mean to describe God as "eternal"? And should religious people want there to be good arguments for the
existence of God, or is religious belief only authentic in the absence of these good arguments? In this Very Short Introduction Tim Bayne introduces the ﬁeld of philosophy of religion, and engages with some of the most burning questions that philosophers discuss. Considering how "religion" should be
deﬁned, and whether we even need to be able to deﬁne it in order to engage in the philosophy of religion, he goes on to discuss whether the existence of God matters. Exploring the problem of evil, Bayne also debates the connection between faith and reason, and the related question of what role
reason should play in religious contexts. Shedding light on the relationship between science and religion, Bayne ﬁnishes by considering the topics of reincarnation and the afterlife. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Philosophy of Religion
An Introduction with Readings
Psychology Press Philosophy of Religionprovides an introduction to philosophical thinking about central aspects of religion.

Philosophy, Science and Religion for Everyone
Routledge Philosophy, Science and Religion for Everyone brings together these great truth-seeking disciplines, and seeks to understand the ways in which they challenge and inform each other. Key topics and their areas of focus include: • Foundational Issues – why should anyone care about the
science-and-religion debate? How do scientiﬁc claims relate to the truth? Is evolution compatible with design? • Faith and Rationality – can faith ever be rational? Are theism and atheism totally opposed? Is God hidden or does God simply not exist? • Faith and Science - what provides a better
explanation for the origin of the universe—science or religion? Faith and physics: can they be reconciled? Does contemporary neuroscience debunk religious belief? Creationism and evolutionary biology - what constitutes science and what constitutes pseudo-science? • Practical Implications – is
fundamentalism just a problem for religious people? What are the ethical implications of the science-and-religion debate? Do logic and religion mix? This book is designed to be used in conjunction with the free ‘Philosophy, Science and Religion’ MOOC (massive open online course) created by the
University of Edinburgh, and hosted by the Coursera platform (www.coursera.org). This book is also highly recommended for anyone looking for a concise overview of this fascinating discipline.

Philosophy of Religion
Hodder Murray 'Philosophy of Religion' examines the key issues for this branch of philosophy, including the proofs for the existence of God, the problem of evil, the relationship between mind and body and religious language.

Philosophy of Religion
Towards a More Humane Approach
Cambridge University Press In this book, abstract intellectual argument meets ordinary human experience on matters such as the existence of God and the relation between religion and morality.

Kant: Religion Within the Boundaries of Mere Reason
And Other Writings
Cambridge University Press A new translation of Kant's great essay on religion and its relation to reason.

Readings in Philosophy of Religion
Ancient to Contemporary
John Wiley & Sons This anthology oﬀers a comprehensive historical introduction to the central questions of philosophy of religion. Approximately two-thirds of the selections are from ancient, medieval, and modern sources, helping students to understand and engage the rich traditions of reﬂection on
these timeless questions. The remaining contemporary readings introduce students to the more recent developments in the ﬁeld. Each of the thematically arranged sections begins with an editor's introduction to clarify the central issues and positions presented in the readings that follow. Topics
include: * traditional theistic arguments * religious experience and revelation * ﬁdeism * naturalistic approaches to religious belief * the divine attributes * fate, freedom, and foreknowledge * the connection between religion and morality * the problem of evil * death and immortality * religious diversity *
faith, reason, and the ethics of belief * science and religion. The text can be used alone or in conjunction with a secondary text in philosophy of religion such as Zagzebski's "Philosophy of Religion: An Historical Introduction" (Wiley-Blackwell, 2007).
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The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Philosophy of Religion
Routledge Philosophy of religion has experienced a renaissance in recent times, paralleling the resurgence in public debate about the place and value of religion in contemporary Western societies. The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Philosophy of Religion is an outstanding reference source to
the key topics, problems and debates in this exciting subject. Comprising over thirty chapters by a team of international contributors, the Handbook is divided into seven parts: theoretical orientations conceptions of divinity epistemology of religious belief metaphysics and religious language religion and
politics religion and ethics religion and scientiﬁc scrutiny. Within these sections central issues, debates and problems are examined, including: religious experience, religion and superstition, realism and anti-realism, scientiﬁc interpretation of religious texts, feminist approaches to religion, religion in the
public square, tolerance, religion and meta-ethics, religion and cognitive science, and the meaning of life. Together, they oﬀer readers an informed understanding of the current state of play in the liveliest areas of contemporary philosophy of religion. The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary
Philosophy of Religion is essential reading for students and researchers of philosophy of religion from across the Humanities and Social Sciences.

Renewing Philosophy of Religion
Exploratory Essays
Oxford University Press This book is animated by a shared conviction that philosophy of religion needs to change: thirteen new essays suggest why and how. The ﬁrst part of the volume explores possible changes to the focus of the ﬁeld. The second part focuses on the standpoint from which
philosophers of religionshould approach their ﬁeld. In the ﬁrst part are chapters on how an emphasis on faith distorts attempts to engage non-western religious ideas; on how philosophers from diﬀerent traditions might collaborate on common interests; on why the common presupposition of ultimacy
leads to error; on hownew religious movements feed a naturalistic philosophy of religion; on why a focus on belief and a focus on practice are both mistaken; on why philosophy's deep axiological concern should set much of the ﬁeld's agenda; and on how the ﬁeld might contribute to religious evolution.
The second part includes a qualitative analysis of the standpoint of ﬁfty-one philosophers of religion, and also addresses issues about humility needed in continental philosophy of religion; about the implausibility of claiming that one's own worldview is uniquely rational; about the Mooreanapproach to
religious epistemology; about a Spinozan middle way between "insider" and "outsider" perspectives; and about the unorthodox lessons we could learn from scriptures like the book of Job if we could get past the confessional turn in recent philosophy of religion. The goal of the volume is to identify new
paths for philosophers of religion that are distinct from those travelled by theologians and other scholars of religion.

Reading Philosophy of Religion
John Wiley & Sons Reading Philosophy of Religion combines a diverse selection of classical and contemporary texts in philosophy of religion with insightful commentaries. Oﬀers a unique presentation through a combination of text and interactive commentary Provides a mix of classic and contemporary
texts, including some not anthologized elsewhere Includes writings from thinkers such as Aquinas, Boethius, Hume, Plantinga and Putnam Divided into sections which examine religious language, the existence of God, reason, argument and belief, divine properties, and religious pluralism

Philosophy of Religion: An Introduction
A&C Black >

Wittgenstein and Philosophy of Religion
Psychology Press An exciting introduction to the contribution which Wittgenstein made to the philosophy of religion.

Basic Modern Philosophy of Religion
Routledge This book provides a reasoned, comprehensive understanding of what religion is as well as a clear and critical assessment of whether, in the light of modern developments in philosophy, contemporary thinking people can responsibly maintain religious belief in God. The book is divided into
three major sections: the ﬁrst deals with what all religions may be said to have in common; the second discusses theistic religion and the issue of intellectually responsible belief in God; the third examines current developments within a particular theistic religion, Christianity. Originally published in
1968, the book is basic, both in the nature of the issues it discusses and in the clarity and comprehensiveness of its presentation; it is varied in the arguments and perspectives dealt with; it provides an introduction to philosophical thinking through the problems of philosophy of religion; and it deals
seriously with controversial movements in theology.

Realism and Religion
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. This book draws together a distinguished group of philosophers and theologians to present new thinking on realism and religion. The religious realism/antirealism debate concerns the questions of God's independence from human beings, the nature of religious truth and our
access to religious truths. Although both philosophers and theologians have written on these subjects, there has been little sustained investigation into these issues akin to that found in comparable areas of research such as ethics or the philosophy of science. The contributors present a variety of
contrasting positions on key issues in the religious realism debate. This volume of original essays will both introduce newcomers to the ﬁeld and suggest new lines of research for those already familiar with it.

A Dictionary of Philosophy of Religion, Second Edition
Bloomsbury Publishing USA A Dictionary of Philosophy of Religion is an indispensable resource for students and scholars. Covering historical and contemporary ﬁgures, arguments, and terms, it oﬀers an overview of the vital themes that make philosophy of religion the growing, vigorous ﬁeld that it is
today. It covers world religions and sources from east and west. Entries have been crafted for clarity, succinctness, and engagement. This second edition includes new entries, extended coverage of non-Christian topics, as well as revisions and updates throughout. The ﬁrst edition was named a Choice
Outstanding Academic Title of the Year.

Philosophy of Religion
A Contemporary Introduction
Routledge Philosophy of Religion provides an account of the central issues and viewpoints in the philosophy of religion but also shows how such issues can be rationally assessed and in what ways competing views can be rationally assessed. It includes major philosophical ﬁgures in religious traditions as
well as discussions by important contemporary philosophers. Keith Yandell deals lucidly and constructively with representative views from Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism. This book will appeal to students of both philosophy and religion as well as to the general reader
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interested in the subject. Unique features of Philosophy of Religion: * key reading and new reading in the subject area * questions at the ends of chapters * a glossary of philosophical terms * annotated further reading

Indian Philosophy of Religion
Springer Science & Business Media With a few notable exceptions, analytical philosophy of religion in the West still continues to focus almost entirely on the Iudaeo-Christian tradition. In particular, it is all too customary to ignore the rich fund of concepts and arguments supplied by the Indian religious
tradition. This is a pity, for it gratuitously impoverishes the scope of much contemporary philosophy of religion and precludes the attainment of any insights into Indian religions comparable to those that the clarity and rigour of analytic philosophy has made possible for the Iudaeo-Christian tradition. This
volume seeks to redress the imbalance. The original idea was to invite a number of Indian and Western philosophers to contribute essays treating of Indian religious concepts in the style of contemporary analytical philosophy of religion. No further restrietion was placed upon the contributors and the
resulting essays (all previously unpublished) exhibit a diversity of themes and approaches. Many arrangements of the material herein are doubtless defensible. The rationale for the one that has been adopted is perhaps best presented through some introductory remarks about the essays themselves.

Why Philosophy Matters for the Study of Religion--and Vice Versa
Oxford University Press Work in philosophy of religion is still strongly marked by an excessive focus on Christianity and, to a lesser extent, Judaism -- almost to the exclusion of other religious traditions. Moreover, in many cases it has been conﬁned to a narrow set of intellectual problems, without
embedding these in their larger social, historical, and practical contexts. Why Philosophy Matters for the Study of Religion--and Vice Versa addresses this situation through a series of interventions intended to work against the gap that exists between much scholarship in philosophy of religion and
important recent developments that speak to religious studies as a whole. This volume takes up what, in recent years, has often been seen as a fundamental reason for excluding religious ethics and philosophy of religion from religious studies: their explicit normativity. Against this presupposition,
Thomas A. Lewis argues that normativity is pervasive--not unique to ethics and philosophy of religion--and therefore not a reason to exclude them from religious studies. Lewis bridges more philosophical and historical subﬁelds by arguing for the importance of history to the philosophy of religion. He
considers the future of religious ethics, explaining that the ﬁeld as a whole should learn from the methodological developments associated with recent work in comparative religious ethics and "comparative religious ethics" should no longer be conceived as a distinct subﬁeld. The concluding chapter
engages broader, post-9/11 arguments about the importance of studying religion arguing, that prominent contemporary notions of "religious literacy" actually hinder our ability to grasp religion's signiﬁcance and impact in the world today.

The Philosophy of Religion
Hymns Ancient and Modern Ltd There is a long tradition of study of religions in their own right, traditionally with a linguistic, philological and textual methodology, and in recent decades with a phenomenological approach. More recently scholars have begun comparative work in which more than one
tradition is studied; only very recently has philosophy of religion begun to be comparative. Here in SCM's Core Text: The Philosophy of Religion, Gwen Griﬃth-Dickson examines the thinkers and ideas of diﬀerent traditions and brings them together in the examination of philosophical questions such as
the problem of evil, the existence of God and the concept of God.

Philosophy of Religion
Thinking about Faith
InterVarsity Press C. Stephen Evans examines the central themes of philosophy of religion, including the arguments for God's existence, the meaning of revelation and miracles, and the problem of religious language.

Continental Philosophy and Philosophy of Religion
Springer This is the ﬁrst book that provides access to twelve Continental philosophers and the consequences of their thinking for the philosophy of religion. Basically, in the second half of the twentieth century, it has been treated from within the Anglo- American school of philosophy, which deals mainly
with proofs and truths, and questions of faith. This approach is more concerned with human experience, and pays more attention to historical context and cultural inﬂuences. As such, it provides challenging questions about the way forward for philosophy of religion in the twenty-ﬁrst century.

Philosophy and the Turn to Religion
JHU Press Only by confronting such uncanny and diﬃcult ﬁgures, de Vries claims, can one begin to think and act upon the ethical and political imperatives of our day.

Current Controversies in Philosophy of Religion
Routledge While orthodox religion by its very nature is conservative, philosophy at its best is inherently radical. It challenges authority, tradition, and the whole idea of "dogma." For this reason, philosophy of religion can be explosively controversial. It is bound to disturb those who peddle
incontrovertible truth and fascinate those who seek spiritual truth and are willing to follow the argument wherever it leads. This volume is designed for such seekers. It brings together an international team of leading philosophers of religion to explore and debate radical new ideas about religion, God,
and ultimate reality. Four related questions are addressed: How might religion make progress? Is life after death a real possibility? Must a perfect God be motivated by our well-being? What alternatives are there to traditional theism and materialist atheism? The book begins with a vision for the ﬁeld of
philosophy of religion and ends with a capstone chapter that touches on all of the topics debated in the other chapters. The addition of chapter overviews, annotated suggestions for further reading, and annotated guides to three additional controversies make it an ideal textbook in addition to being an
important source for scholars and seekers of all kinds.

Critique of Religion and Philosophy
Princeton University Press The description for this book, Critique of Religion and Philosophy, will be forthcoming.

Feminist Philosophy of Religion
Critical Readings
Psychology Press Feminist Philosophy of Religion: Critical Readings brings together key new writings in this growing ﬁeld.
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Philosophy of Religion in the Renaissance
Routledge The Philosophy of Religion is one result of the Early Modern Reformation movements, as competing theologies purported truth claims which were equal in strength and diﬀerent in contents. Renaissance thought, from Humanism through philosophy of nature, contributed to the origin of the
modern concepts of God. This book explores the continuity of philosophy of religion from late medieval thinkers through humanists to late Renaissance philosophers, explaining the growth of the tensions between the philosophical and theological views. Covering the work of Renaissance authors,
including Lull, Salutati, Raimundus Sabundus, Plethon, Cusanus, Valla, Ficino, Pico, Bruno, Suárez, and Campanella, this book oﬀers an important understanding of the current philosophy/religion and faith/reason debates and ﬁlls the gap between medieval and early modern philosophy and theology.

An Introduction to the Philosophy of Religion
Cambridge University Press An Introduction to the Philosophy of Religion provides a broad overview of the topics which are at the forefront of discussion in contemporary philosophy of religion. Prominent views and arguments from both historical and contemporary authors are discussed and analyzed.
The book treats all of the central topics in the ﬁeld, including the coherence of the divine attributes, theistic and atheistic arguments, faith and reason, religion and ethics, miracles, human freedom and divine providence, science and religion, and immortality. In addition it addresses topics of signiﬁcant
importance that similar books often ignore, including the argument for atheism from hiddenness, the coherence of the doctrines of the Trinity and the Incarnation, and the relationship between religion and politics. It will be a valuable accompaniment to undergraduate and introductory graduate-level
courses.

Turning Images in Philosophy, Science, and Religion
A New Book of Nature
Oxford University Press This engaging collection of essays locates the debate between theism and naturalism in the broader context of reﬂection on imagination and aesthetics. The eleven original essays will be of interest to anyone who is fascinated by the power of imagination and the role of
aesthetics in deciding between worldviews or philosophies of nature.

Introduction to Philosophy of Religion
Routledge Using various and competing religious sensibilities, Introduction to the Philosophy of Religion helps students work through the traditional material and their own religious questions.

Exploring the Philosophy of Religion
Routledge Exploring the Philosophy of Religion, 7th Edition, combines the best features of a text and a reader by oﬀering clear analysis coupled with important primary-source readings. Professor David Stewart called upon his 30-plus years of teaching experience to introduce students to the important
study of philosophical issues raised by religion. Beginning students often ﬁnd primary sources alone too diﬃcult so this text oﬀers primary source materials by a variety of signiﬁcant philosophersincluding a balanced blend of classical and contemporary authorsbut the materials are supported by clearly
written introductions, which better prepare students to understand the readings.

Faith and Philosophical Analysis
The Impact of Analytical Philosophy on the Philosophy of Religion
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. What tensions arise between philosophy of religion and theology? What strengths and weaknesses of analytical methods emerge in relation to strongly confessional philosophical theologies, or to Continental philosophies? Faith and Philosophical Analysis evaluates how well
philosophy of religion serves in understanding religious faith. Figures who rarely share the space of the same book - leading exponents of analytic philosophy of religion and those who question its legacy - are drawn together in this book, with their disagreements harnessed to positive eﬀect. Figures
such as Richard Swinburne and Basil Mitchell reﬂect on their life-long projects from a perspective which has not previously been seen in print. A wide range of approaches found in contemporary philosophy of religion are explored, including: reformed epistemology, 'traditional' metaphysical theory
building, feminist methodologies, Wittgensteinian approaches, and American pragmatism. Considering the trends in philosophy of religion as they are interacting across continents, looking particularly at philosophical inﬂuences in North America, Britain, and Continental Europe, this book will appeal to
students, scholars and general readers with an interest in philosophy of religion, theology, or analytical philosophy.

Religion: Key Concepts in Philosophy
A&C Black An introduction to the philosophy of religion for undergraduates

Kant and the Meaning of Religion
The Critical Philosophy and Modern Religious Thought
Bloomsbury Publishing Without Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) there would probably be no modern discipline of 'the philosophy of religion'. Kant's considerable inﬂuence has ensured that philosophers, in addressing religious questions, have focused on such issues as arguments for and against the
existence of God; the question of immortality; the compatibility of human evil and transcendent goodness; and the relationship between morality and the divine. Many books already explore the nature of his inﬂuence. But this one goes further. It argues that Kant's theoretical philosophy, also called 'the
critical philosophy', contains resources that have much wider implications than just for Christianity, or for those philosophical issues that relate only to monotheism and its beliefs. For Terry F Godlove, Kant's insights run deeper, and properly applied can help rejuvenate our understanding of the general
study of religious thought and its challenges. The author thus bypasses what is usually considered to be 'Kantian philosophy of religion', focusing instead on more fundamental issues: on Kant's account of experience, for example, and on his arguments that human perception of incomplete and ﬁnite
concepts can nevertheless yield genuine knowledge and insight. Kant and Religion is a subtle and penetrating attempt, by a leading contemporary philosopher of religion, to redeﬁne and reshape the contours of his own discipline through sustained reﬂection on Kant's so-called 'humanizing project'.
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Issues in Contemporary Philosophy of Religion
Springer Science & Business Media This collection of original articles, written by leading contemporary European and American philosophers of religion, is presented in celebration of the publication of the ﬁftieth volume of the International Journal for Philosophy of Religion. Following the Editor's
Introduction, John Macquarrie, Adriaan Peperzak, and Hent de Vries take up central themes in continental philosophy of religion. Macquarrie analyzes postmodernism and its inﬂuence in philosophy and theology. Peperzak argues for a form of universality diﬀerent from that of modern philosophy, and de
Vries analyzes an intrinsic and structural relationship between religion and the media. The next three essays discuss issues in analytic philosophy of religion. Philip Quinn argues that religious diversity reduces the epistemic status of exclusivism and makes it possible for a religious person to be justiﬁed
while living within a pluralistic environment. William Wainwright plumbs the work of Jonathan Edwards in order to better understand debates concerning freedom, determinism, and the problem of evil, and William Hasker asks whether theological incompatibilism is less inimical to traditional theism than
some have supposed. Representing the Thomist tradition, Fergus Kerr challenges standard readings of Aquinas on the arguments for the existence of God. David Griﬃn analyzes the contributions of process philosophy to the problem of evil and the relation between science and religion. Illustrating
comparative approaches, Keith Ward argues that the Semitic and Indian traditions have developed a similar concept of God that should be revised in view of post-Enlightenment theories of the individual and the historical. Keith Yandell explores themes in the Indian metaphysical tradition and considers
what account of persons is most in accord with reincarnation and karma doctrines. Feminist philosophy of religion is represented in Pamela Anderson's article, in which she argues for a gender-sensitive and more inclusive approach to the craving for inﬁnitude.
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